
About Sickboy:
Sickboy was born in Manchester in 1980. From now on he is working and living in London. Keen on tag 
and graffiti, he entered the art world by this way in the 90s. As he began his “career” in Bristol, the Temple 
quickly replaced his tags and letters. This logo would become his hallmark, often accompanied with the 
slogan “Save The Youth”. To Sickboy, graffiti means freedom. It helps him to evacuate the stress and satisfy 
his excess of energy. Travelling continuously, moving from a city, a country, a continent to another, is also 
one of his favourite things. This way – wherever he goes – he collects memories of his natural and urban 
environments and then transforms and adapts them to his universe. Those different elements compose 
then his studio works – canvas, drawings or installations. Sickboy spends hours in his studio. In a quiet 
atmosphere – quieter than the street – he accurately draws and paints artworks with countless details. 
Psychedelic, his creations are both messy and organised. Some elements stay under way and unfinished 
when some others are so elaborated that they seem polished to the extreme. 

He is still the one who talks the best of his personal exhibition:
«When I began my new series of paintings for «Supernature» I decided to start to think about some carefully 
selected elements that I have found, collected or remembered. Those elements come from both the city and 
nature and are now part of my growing collection of personal references material. Using this as a starting 
point I then chose my contents and compose them on the canvas. To me, composition can do two things. First, 
it can reduce or weigh down the sense of the work depending on how the line and forms are put together. 
Secondly, it can make a story simple or complicated depending on how i use the signs and symbols. This way 
you can either find yourself walking across a wide-open field looking at just the sun and a horizon line pon-
dering the relaxed beauty of the world. Or, in stark contrast you can be tripping over tangled ivy in a forest 
covered by fluorescent lichen trying to catch brittle twigs as you fall to the ground. This only helps you to 
realise that a polar opposite experience can be equally as enlightening as the first you made.»

A Small Matter of Life and Death, a solo exhibition by Sickboy
September 17 - October 1st, Galerie LE FEUVRE

Opening and signing on Saturday, September 17, from 2 pm
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About the show :
With A Small Matter of Life and Death, Sickboy unveils the French edition of his Life and Death sculpture. For 
this show, the artist will also present a set of news paintings, plus monotypes and screen prints. 
After Supernature (March 2015), A Small Matter of Life and Death is Sickboy’s second solo exhibition in Paris.

Life and Death is a 3D coffin sculpture by Sickboy. It is made with resine and edited at 10 copies.
Each copy is unique, with its back handpainted. This pink/ turquoise/ black and blue version is the exclusive 
French version of Sickboy’s coffin. Another one has been released in the US in June, already sold out. 
This scuplture give life to one of the most iconic caracter of Sickboy’s universe: the smiling coffin. Between life 
and death, the coffin stare at us with his hynotic look and his ironic smile, urges us to enjoy each moment of 
our life, before death!
 
Dimensions:  28 x 18 x 5 cm  (3 x 7 x 10.5”)
price : € 750 ($ 850).
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Galerie LE FEUVRE
164, rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré, 75008 Paris
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Sickboy hand finishig his screenprints.  Lower right: photo © Ian Cox

For more information, please contact:
Jonathan ROZE : jonathan@galerielefeuvre.com
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